Cloud Services
Roadmap

Specialist cloud
consulting.
Tailored roadmaps ensure
the most appropriate
technology transformation
takes place, at a pace and
cost that suits the
customer’s culture and
budget.

Innovation

The transition to
innovation.
Cloud computing not only
saves money by avoiding
capital outlay and
maintenance and
management costs; but
rather it enables increased
business opportunities.

Strategy

A strategic landscape.
An innovative cloud strategy
aligns the information
requirements of every
internal and external user
with the most suited
technology to deliver the
best user experience.

Partner

Partnership.
We partner with our customers,
helping them to make the right
strategic and technology
decisions that deliver the
best outcomes in line with
their business strategy.

The journey to the cloud

Companies are facing complicated
challenges in today's digital world. One
challenge in particular is finding the
right balance between developing new
products and services, and maintaining
the underlying IT structures that keep
the business running.

Datacentrix supports customers in making the right strategic
decisions for their business and identifying how technology can
support and enable their operations. We partner with our
customers to understand their business strategy, their current
IT environment and their cloud readiness.
Our team of cloud consultants use detailed, researched
information to tailor a roadmap that will modernise their
business at a pace and cost that suits their organisational
culture and budget, and that leverages the areas of people,
process and technology.

Cloud computing is increasingly being adopted, enabling
organisations to spend more time on being innovative and
competitive, while their base business structures are being
supported. As a result, these businesses can respond to
changing customer requirements with speed and increased
efficiency.

Mapping this journey requires a carefully formulated cloud
vision and cloud plan that prioritises the areas that should
move to the cloud and the timing of those transitions. The
process also defines policies and governance frameworks
where reference architectures and defined configuration rules
help ensure that the cloud deployments comply with enterprise
standards.
Cloud optimisation is an on-going process and requires a
trusted partner that will guide and simplify the journey.

CLOUD SERVICES THAT DRIVE BUSINESS EFFICIENCIES & USER EXPERIENCE

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Analyse infrastructure and facilities
Data collection; processing and analysis
Security and availability
Service portfolio & service management
The application stack
Governance
Business process analysis
Cost analysis
Understand business strategy
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OPERATE
· Efficiency monitoring
· Training and adoption
· Operational
empowerment
· Continuous
improvement
· Operational benefits

CHECK POINT

STABALISE

· Execution of test
plans
· Proactive monitoring
of service
· Transition phase and
tactical response
team
· Acceptance and
release into
operations
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Top tier
partnerships
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Leadership
and
expertise
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End result:
Superior
user
experience
and business
outcomes
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· Findings from the
discovery
· Operational
efficiencies needed
· Supportability
· Agility and
sustainability
· New functionalities
· Cost
· Risk and compliance
· Security
· Outcome-based design

· Migration with no
or little user
impact
· Automation and
orchestration
· Programme
governance
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PRIVATE
CLOUD
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Optimising
business processes
using cloud
services from
Datacentrix helps
to influence the
speed and cost
at which a
company can
harness digital
efficiencies.

HYBRID
CLOUD

PUBLIC
CLOUD
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Building a
future-proof
network
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Applying proven
methodologies
and an
architectural
approach to
achieve a userbased outcome.

DEPLOY

Innovation
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Datacentrix
value add
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Datacentrix partners with our customers and uses technology to support their business strategies.

Reap the benefits of cloud computing
with Datacentrix
Cloud computing is a transformational strategy that
impacts on an organisation's bottom line. Initially, it's all
about cost savings – avoiding up-front fees, hardware
costs and on-going maintenance and software upgrades.
But, in the long run, cloud computing is an enabler for
increased business opportunities.
Become a company that is faster, more agile and more
than twice as likely to see the cloud drive competitive
advantage by partnering with Datacentrix to adopt cloud
services. We'll help you to become better equipped to roll
out new applications and deliver faster services to your
customers.
Simplify: The cloud simplifies the user experience and
streamlines processes by upgrading and implementing IT
innovations without manual intervention. This simplified
experience provides back-end monitoring, updates and
implementations with minimal interruptions to the user.
Increase capacity for innovation: Cloud services remove
the time-consuming system management responsibilities,
back-end monitoring and upgrading requirements. It frees
up both people and budget, enabling more energy to be
dedicated to the business through research and
innovation.
Enhance agility: Cloud services respond quickly to
changing requirements with speed and efficiency and with
little disruption.
Access your data: Cloud services deliver valuable
solutions for data storage, backup, recovery, and failover
that can be activated at a moment's notice. This
eliminates disruptions in service, the risk of revenue loss
and the need for data retrieval in the case of an emergency
or hardware failure.
Scalablity: Cloud services grow with your business,
enabling customers to scale the amount of storage, nodes,
backups, and various other network requirements as
required. This minimises IT spending while eliminating
concern regarding capacity and thresholds in service.
Data security: The growing complexity of data security
requirements remains a vital consideration when
transitioning to the cloud. Datacentrix' expertise in the
area of standards-based security and compliance brings
peace of mind to customers.

“Organisations embracing dynamic, cloud-based
operating models position themselves better for
cost optimisation and increased competitiveness.”
Ed Anderson, research vice president at Gartner

Why cloud services from
Datacentrix?
Datacentrix cloud services are supported by a
dedicated services, consulting and projects
management team with the highest technical and
business aptitude. This includes a personal touch
from our service desk, real-time monitoring, as well as
security alerts and analysis.
Datacentrix' cloud services are available immediately
through a self-provisioning portal with no minimum
financial commitment.
Cloud services deliver business value:
Improved performance
Reduced operating expenses by only paying for
services consumed and scale the services as
required
· Anywhere access to your content from local
datacentres
· High-level mobility features
· Convenient, simple to use and reliable hosted
services that are available immediately
· Disaster and disruption readiness
· Seamless integration with new applications
· And more…
·
·

Cloud services offering
We modernise our customers' businesses through a comprehensive cloud services offering:

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Hosted
infrastructure gives you powerful computing without
the infrastructure capital outlay or the management
and maintenance headache. IaaS helps companies
transform into a digital business by providing ondemand, fit-for-purpose computing infrastructure
(server and storage) all the way to the level of operating
system. Flexible options provide best-fit solutions for
customers from server on demand, storage on
demand, virtualisation, back-up services, to optional
off-site storage. Datacentrix offers leading computing
resources that grow as you do:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Highest availability and security
Self-service environment
Hosted virtual servers
Tiered storage
Snapshot backups
Multi-data centre deployment

Platform as a service Platform (PaaS) keeps your
workforce productive from anywhere. PaaS provides
for database or business applications on demand,
delivering powerful features without the overhead of
managing the infrastructure. PaaS empowers
organisations to collaborate, discover and share
information easily.
·
·
·
·
·
·

Powerful features
Flexible management options, keep you in control
Hosted document collaboration
Database as a Service DBaaS
Synchronisation with local data centre
Backup on all devices

Software as a Service (SaaS) provides top-of-the-line
productivity tools using a consumption-based model
with no upfront costs. SaaS is available on demand,
based on a per user cost basis and empowers you to
work from anywhere in real time.
·
·
·
·
·
·

Enterprise data security
99.9% availability
Hosted mailboxes
Attractive subscription benefits
Mail archiving
Self-service portal

Backup as a Service (BaaS) reduces risk and
complexity with a flexible cloud-based backup solution.
Data backup is a key component of any business. We
offer solutions that protect local onsite or cloud hosted
servers. Backup data is replicated to the Datacentrix
cloud system with the ability to replicate to a second offsite location.
·
·
·
·
·
·

Highly available solution
End-to-end encryption of data
Eliminate requirements for tapes backups
Multiple backup locations
Self-service or assisted restores
Compression and WAN acceleration

Comprehensive add-on services that keep you
competitive, in touch and secure: Datacentrix provides
a broad range of off-site ICT solutions that deliver
efficiencies to keep you ahead.
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

DR as a Service
Security as a Service
ERP as a Service
Monitoring as a Service (MaaS)
Managed hosting
Endpoint security
WAN Connectivity

Contact

Whether your end goal is to achieve a private cloud within your operational environment, or attain operational
efficiencies through improved processes, Datacentrix is here to partner with you to help uncover information
about the organisation and guide the technology decisions that are required to support your business strategy.

Technology Partners

About Datacentrix
Datacentrix is a complete ICT systems integrator, providing solutions and
services across the full information value chain to its customers. The company
uses leading technologies to drive customer business strategies, unlocking
efficiencies and empowering meaningful business insight.

We value partnerships and go the distance to establish trusting, lasting
customer and stakeholder relations. Our longstanding affiliations and
accreditations with our technology partners enable direct access to technology
using the shortest channels.

Our most valuable assets are captured in the minds and spirit of our people.
Every person at Datacentrix is a critical part of our service delivery model and
our strategy for generating sustainable value for our customers and
stakeholders.

It's our passion for excellence that drives our innovative and flexible solution
design. Datacentrix' value-driven strategy and proven execution capability
reinforce its position as one of the top ICT players in the local market.

Port Elizabeth office
175 Cape Road
Mill Park
Port Elizabeth

East London office
8-10 Winkley Street,
Chesswood Office Park
Block B, Berea, East London

Corporate office
Corporate Park North
238 Roan Crescent, 1685
Old Pretoria Road, Midrand

Logistic centre
26 Landmarks Avenue
Kosmosdal, Extension 11
Samrand, Midrand

Cape Town office
18 Oxbow Crescent
The Estuaries
Century City, 7441

Tel: +27 (0)87 741 5000

Tel: +27 (0)12 657 5000

Tel: +27 (0)21 529 0700 Tel: +27 (0)41 391 0200 Tel: +27 (0)43 705 8000

Durban office
Ground Floor, 6 The Terrace
Westway Office Park
Westville, Durban
Tel: +27 (0)87 741 9000

www.datacentrix.co.za

